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Recently everyone has started realizing the effects of green house and hence, people are wise in
making selections of clothes and even household products. Things are changing to organic so that
future generation will not suffer without water and energy needed for living. You have mounting
pollutions everywhere in the country and awareness has been created about building eco friendly
houses too. This article assists you in giving useful tips and ideas for green house plans and
designs as a step in marching towards betterment of future environment.

Start with a small housing plan. It is natural that for a big house you need to spend more energy in
the form of materials and woods. For moving towards eco-friendly atmosphere, you can always go
for small houses with minimum requirements. You can leave provisions on the roof for constructing
floors after some years, if the need arises.

The selection of site is very crucial step in constructing a house. Nowadays people prefer to build
homes at remote places to enjoy the river and hilly surrounding after retirement. A house is a place
to relax and comfort and hence choose the place which is in proximity to nature. There are many
areas which are close to fields and mountains. Also you save considerable amount by choosing the
less wanted site. You can also have plans for adding more number of trees and lawn in your sweet
home.

The housing plan should be designed well enough to get maximum sunlight. It is true that only few
months you are getting summer. Still you can make advantage of the natural lighting thereby saving
electricity. Use lengthy windows on each room so that you can read or write without switching on the
bulbs.

If you live in summer prone zone, then you need to add proper cooling materials on roof to protect
from the scorching sunâ€™s rays. Also have plans to add more plants on the roof making it roof garden
for keeping your house protected and cooler. Ventilation and fresh air are the two important factors
to be considered in any housing. Now, many people are adding cooling tiles on the roof for getting
maximum cooling during summer months. Also you can add glasses on the windows to prevent the
UV rays from entering the house during summer.

If you concentrate in including only the green options in each aspect of house plan and design then
you are sure to get a beautiful eco friendly home for your family.
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